Taxies from JR Tokai station

There are taxi stands at the east and west exits of JR Tokai station. Click the map to enlarge. The East exit is closer to J-PARC.

**Taxi fare**
Tokai station East exit - JAEA main gate
Distance: about 3km
Fare: about 1,500yen
* Please note fares may differ depending on traffic conditions.

**Taxi companies nearby Tokai station/J-PARC**

1) **SUN Taxi**
   Location: in front of JAEA Main gate
   TEL: 029-282-0377

2) **JOTO Taxi**
   Location: JR Tokai station West exit
   TEL: 029-282-2595

Taxi stands at Tokai Station at both side of East and West exits. AEON shopping store on the east side of station.